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1. Punjab Seed Corporation (PSC)  
This report provides a financial viability analysis of the PSC based on the 
financial statements and records covering 5 years (2004-2008) that were 
provided by the PSC and were verified to be correct. All the financial 
statements were audited by the corporations appointed independent auditors 
KPMG Taseer Hadi & co.  This report must be read in continuation of the 
Inception Report produced for the project to cover the project back ground. The 
copies of the financial statements provided by the PSC are placed at Appendix 
A for record and verification of the results and numbers quoted in this report. 
Some numbers in the analysis have been modified after a sensibility check and 
any such changes are reported accordingly. 

1.1 Introduction 
PSC was established under the Punjab Seed Corporation Act 1976 as an 
autonomous body corporate to produce, procure, process market and distribute 
seed in the province of Punjab. PSC is managed by a Board of Directors 
comprising of 7 directors to be appointed by the Government of Punjab. The 
Minister for Agriculture is the Chairman of the Board, while the remaining 6 
directors comprise the Managing Director of PSIC (also appointed by 
government), the Additional Chief Secretary, Secretaries of the Planning and 
Development, Finance and Agriculture departments and two directors from the 
private sector representing stake holders being the farming community and the 
seed trade. 

The Board of Directors function with the assistance of budget committee, 
purchase and sale committee and selection committee. Annual financial budget 
is prepared and approved by the Board. A rolling medium to long term 
budgetary targets for next 5 to 10 years seed production are developed and 
continually updated to objectively identifies future targets of PSC and the 
requirement of related, financial, human and technical resources for meeting 
those targets. 

In providing the agriculture sector with quality seed PSC has over the years 
carried out the following activities; 

 Production of pre basic and basic seed 

 Multiplication of certified seed 

 Processing of seed 

 Distribution and sale of seed 

In response to areas identified under the Ferguson study PSC has now 
developed a 5 year road map detailing the areas of interventions as the 
organisation goes forward. PSC is now trying to expand its seed production into 
genetic cotton (BT Cotton), Hybrid Seeds of main crops and also vegetables. 
PSC is also preparing a plan to relocate their seed processing plants which will 
assist in improving the production capacity and also increase the existing 
capacity utilisation which is currently at 75%.  
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The profitability of the corporation has increased and in the last financial year 
it’s after tax profits were Rupees 112 Million and its total tax contribution into 
the national exchequer was around Rupees 51 Million. In addition the PSC was 
also tasked to procure wheat for the provincial government. They have 
procured 70,000 Metric Tonnes of wheat with a purchase price of Rupees 
1,700 Million. PSC used Rupees 769 Million of its own cash for this 
procurement and the remaining was borrowed as a short term loan which will 
be paid off in the next financial year. This shows that PSC remains financially 
strong and self sustaining. The two critical issues that restrict further 
performance of PSC include: 

  Out of the total land resource of 7303 acres available to PSC, only 1450 
acres is under its control. The remaining land has been occupied by 
pattedars who are neither paying rents nor willing to vacate the land. The 
major problem area is Khanewal where out of a total area of 6,269 acres 
only 473 acres is under cultivation. The pattedars at Khanewal translates 
into around 10,000 voters so have a strong political support as well 
making it difficult for PSC to get its land back 

  Another issue identified by previous reports and private sector is the 
composition of the board. The current board lacks the input of the private 
sector is dominated by the public sector. It is recommended that a 
balance between private sector and public sector is maintained in the 
Board    

2. Accounting & Reporting System & Issues 
The accounting system of PSC is reasonably automated with clear defined 
functions and responsibilities to generate and maintain financial information. 
The Finance Division manages the following the IT modules to maintain and 
generate all the record: 

 Module 1: Book Keeping 
This system involves entering all the transaction in the system and 
vouchers are automatically generated. The activities covered under 
this system include generation of ledgers, statement of accounts, trial 
balance, profit & loss and balance sheet. 

 Module 2: Payroll 
This system involves determination of basic salaries, bonuses, 
allowances, advances, deductions, income tax, private costs, 
employee bio data, payroll summary, tax statements and department 
wise summaries.  

 Module 3: Budgeting 
This system will be responsible for automating the budgeting process 
for PSC. This system still needs to be put in place. 

 
The book keeping and reporting systems function includes generation of 
ledgers, trial balances and customized reports. The reporting system functions 
at the following locations: 
 

 Marketing Centres at Gujranwala, Khanewal and Sergodha 
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 Processing Plants at Sahiwal, Piplan, Rahimyar Khan and Khanewal 
Farms 

 Farm Advisory Services at Rahimyar Khan, Sahiwal and Khanewal 
All these trials generated are then entered into a central data base located at 
the head office. A comprehensive accounting manual exists at PSC which 
recommends the development of the following monthly reports through each 
business unit: 
 

 Profit and loss statement 
 Commodity-wise profit and loss statement 
 Field-unit-wise statement of gross profit 
 Statement of farm income 
 Stock report 
 Cost statement 
 Statement of administrative cost 
 Statement of amounts recoverable 
 Statement of net working capital 
 Cash flow statement 
 Cash forecast for next three months 

 
On the outlook the IT systems in place at PSC looks fairly reasonable to keep 
adequate financial control and discipline. However, the Ferguson report and 
brief interviews held with key PSC staff in their finance team were of the view 
that personnel performing book keeping and reporting functions at different 
locations were not qualified and skilled enough to prepare such reports. The 
absence of such capacity in reporting framework restricts the organization to 
evaluate performance on a regular basis. 
 
To ensure compliance with the framed policies and procedures, a monitoring 
aspect in the shape of internal audit function has been setup by the 
Corporation. The internal audit function is responsible for conducting the audit 
of each business unit ensuring compliance with the policies and procedures 
adopted by Punjab Seed Corporation and reports directly to the Managing 
Director. The Board of Directors does not have an audit committee to which the 
internal audit function reports. The internal audit’s principal function is to 
monitor compliance with policies and adherence to authorizing limits. Internal 
Audit of PSC is functioning directly under the control of Managing Director. Its 
main function is to carry out pre-audit and post audit of all types of payments 
i.e. procurement of seed, packing material, pesticides, parts of plant and 
machinery, all the payments made to TPT & Labour contractors, suppliers etc. 
Pre-audit/post-audit of all types of contingencies payments. Similarly internal 
audit check the sale proceeds on quarterly basis and during sale season teams 
are deputed for surprise checking of the sale proceeds and stock and stores at 
all the PSC Marketing Centers as well as all the PSC Plants and Farms.  
 
In addition, the external audit of PSC accounts is performed by the KPMG 
Taseer hadi & Co. They have conducted the audit of PSC in accordance with 
the generally accepted auditing standards and principals. These standards 
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ensure that the auditors plan and perform audit to obtain reasonable assurance 
that reported statements are free of material misstatements. An audit will also 
include an assessment of the accounting policies and significant estimates 
made by the management, as well as, evaluating the overall presentation of the 
financial statements. The auditors have quantified that the financial statements 
of PSC present fairly in all material respects the financial position of the 
Corporation except the following qualifications: 
 

 No confirmation is available from the Government of Pakistan, 
Government of Punjab and International Development Association (IDA) 
as to the status of the equity received amounting to Rs. 101.183 million 
and grant amounting to Rs. 265.418 million 

 Capital work in progress includes a sum of Rs. 11.001 million relating to 
building of Sahiwal plant which is being used as warehouse since 1980. 
However, no charge for depreciation has been made there against and 
as such the retained earnings for the prior years and profit for the current 
year are higher by Rs. 7.701 million and Rs. 0.275 million respectively 
and net book value of the fixed assets is higher by the same amount  

 Recoverability of amounts due from the pattedars of Khanewal farms is 
doubtful and no provision has been made in the financial statements to 
cover doubtful payments. 

 
These qualifications have been persistently highlighted in the audited accounts 
over the last five years. However, the impact of these qualifications on the 
financial viability is minimal. There is reasonable evidence to state that 
numbers provided in the financial statements of the PSC represent the financial 
performance of the corporation adequately. 
 

3. Limitation of Financial Analysis 
The financial analysis of an entity is normally conducted to establish 
understanding about the profitability, sustainability and the financial stability. 
The financial numbers only reflect the commercial angle and sense of an entity. 
PSC like other PSOs has a nature that is very different to a normal commercial 
organisation and hence the analysis provided must be read in light of this 
spectrum.  

PSC main line of activity is production, multiplication and sales of pre-basic and 
basic seeds. PSC is designed as a corporation to have functional and financial 
autonomy. However, the board of directors and the managing directly are 
predominantly from the public sector. The corporation follows the human 
resource recruitment rules of the Punjab Government and resultantly have 
failed to recruit quality human resource required to run the run the organisation 
efficiently. Similarly, the procurement targets are fixed by the federal 
government and hence leave little autonomy for the organisation to set its own 
targets. In terms of seed multiplication the organisation is dependent upon the 
lad provided by the government. As the land available is fixed this puts an 
upper cap on the amount of production that PSC can produce. Furthermore, a 
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significant area of the existing land resource is not under control of PSC and 
generates no income whereas a continuous expenditure is incurred on these 
farms. There has been no active interest of the government to free up this land 
for PSC. Due to lack of Human Resource the budgeting processes are 
inadequate support is available to measure the performance of sales, 
marketing and distribution. Even with a weak infrastructure the PSC has able to 
develop a strong brand of its seeds and has captured a large market share. 
The storage available has also not expanded in terms of changed 
requirements. Again the investments are lacking from the government side to 
upgrade PSC facilities that will enable it to perform better.  

The pre basic seed and new varieties are obtained by PSC from various 
government organizations involved in the research and development of seed. 
The research and development costs of seed is borne by the research 
organizations and ultimately by the government. PSC is thus dependent on 
such organizations for development of new varieties and can only market and 
sell such qualities, whereas the private sector firms are limited to do that. In 
case the research organizations do not develop a new variety, PSC could only 
sell the old varieties. Consequently in the seed business cycle PSC’s role is 
principally that of a marketing and distribution company which has to ensure 
that certified seed is available in the market to the farmers in adequate 
quantities prior to the sowing period so that the replacement rate is 
increased leading to a better yields of crops in Punjab. This is 
predominantly a support/development function of the government. It will not be 
out of order to say that PSC is acting as an execution arm of the provincial 
government to ensure food safety in the province. In order to achieve this 
objective it also carries out further downstream activities of multiplication, 
processing and storage of seed. Keeping in view its role, its principal objective 
is obviously not profit maximization. So PSC not being a profit orientated 
organisation sets the sale price where it can recover its costs. Given its 
significant capacity, PSC become a price leader in the market hence keeping 
seed pricing of essentials at reasonable levels. This strength of PSC cannot be 
undermined under any circumstances.   

To conclude this section it is reiterated that PSC is not set up with a motion of 
profit maximisation, hence there will always be activities that will drain 
resources. The understanding should be whether the government is getting 
adequate economic benefit as a result if this. This economic analysis is beyond 
the scope of this report, however, to set the tone a SWOT analysis has been 
provided at ANNEX B.    

4.  Financial Highlights 
This section provides the Income Statement, Balance Sheet and Asset 
Information on PSC over the last five years. This information is represented 
and deduced by re-developing the PSC’s original financial statements in a 
more user friendly format. 
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4.1 Income Statement of PSC 

Sales 1,234,892,536.00     1,243,449,216.00     1,284,168,458.00     1,282,836,978.00     1,473,773,298.00     
Other income 8,467,666.00          11,703,423.00         13,315,416.00         24,835,676.00         18,075,071.00         

Total revenue 1,243,360,202.00  1,255,152,639.00  1,297,483,874.00  1,307,672,654.00  1,491,848,369.00  

O/B: Stock 634,164,669.00       753,979,266.00       773,158,208.00       729,601,233.00       627,195,874.00       
Recieved during the Year 1,182,502,946.00     1,064,849,005.00     1,062,213,011.00     940,869,056.00       1,497,713,329.00     
Internal Transfers 23,294,239.00         21,055,831.00         23,991,797.00         22,392,529.00         28,817,093.00         
C/B: Stock 753,979,266.00       773,158,210.00       729,601,233.00       627,195,874.00       1,005,774,022.00     

Cost of Goods Sold 1,039,394,110.00  1,024,614,230.00  1,081,778,189.00  1,020,881,886.00  1,090,318,088.00  
Gross Profit 195,498,426.00     218,834,986.00     202,390,269.00     261,955,092.00     383,455,210.00     

Employee Related Expence 109,273,658.00       116,262,550.00       122,718,580.00       164,281,284.00       163,752,233.00       
Running & Administration 22,442,107.00         24,151,052.00         25,337,052.00         5,999,990.00          26,528,634.00         
Selling & Distribution 28,215,104.00         33,978,163.00         35,162,463.00         42,321,666.00         40,089,042.00         
Financial Charges 3,875,924.00          8,474,685.00          14,116,287.00         13,429,854.00         6,818,948.00          
Taxation 22,462,529.00         23,281,561.00         6,506,943.00          18,433,540.00         51,947,280.00         

Total Expenditure 186,269,322.00     206,148,011.00     203,841,325.00     244,466,334.00     289,136,137.00     

Net Profit 17,696,770.00       24,390,398.00       11,864,360.00       42,324,434.00       112,394,144.00     

2007-08Figures in Pak Rs. 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07

 
Looking at the general trend over the last five years the sales figures were 
more or less stagnant until 2006-07, however a sudden jump of just under Rs. 
200 million was observed in the last year. The cost of goods sold has been 
even more static and have averaged around Rs. 1 Billion over the last five 
years. Resultantly the gross profit has been rising fairly gradually except for 
2008 where it showed a double digit growth. The net profits in the last two 
years have shown remarkable growth with 2008 profit after tax exceeding the 
Rs 100 million barrier. Whereas, there are no serious concerns about the 
profitability as depicted in the above numbers it must be pointed out that growth 
in sales over the period 2003-2007 was almost zero. If we assume standard 
inflation in the seed market, these figures do suggest that in terms of volume 
the sales made by PSC must have gone down. The same conclusion can be 
drawn for cost of sales. Based on these numbers one would suppose that over 
the year PSC has lost some market share due to increased competition.  

On the Expenditure size where the absolute size of any element is not 
alarming, the employee related costs have increased by around 45% as 
compared to around 20% growth in revenue.   
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4.2 Balance Sheet of PSC 

Current Assets:
Stores & Spares 55,712,773.00         43,872,984.00         48,416,537.00         59,909,203.00         50,542,368.00         
Stock 753,979,266.00       773,158,210.00       729,601,233.00       627,195,869.00       1,005,774,022.00     
Debtors 6,476,998.00          3,591,013.00          2,325,434.00          2,525,075.00          2,525,075.00          
Other recievables 57,373,422.00         60,261,075.00         52,224,030.00         47,150,444.00         43,220,656.00         
Taxation -net -                       -                       14,683,846.00         19,087,263.00         -                       
Cash & Bank 39,829,139.00         45,394,605.00         31,216,990.00         60,117,050.00         72,883,730.00         

Total Current Assets 913,371,598.00     926,277,887.00     878,468,070.00     815,984,904.00     1,174,945,851.00  

Long Term Assets:
Fixed assets 230,829,058.00       208,533,488.00       197,105,508.00       184,983,025.00       164,800,532.00       
Assets under construction 12,842,814.00         11,196,649.00         14,990,181.00         11,136,631.00         11,180,727.00         
Long term Investments 14,720,000.00         41,537,687.00         48,557,972.00         57,017,563.00         32,885,658.00         
Staff-Loans 6,803,973.00          6,875,894.00          7,003,687.00          7,076,580.00          7,194,391.00          
Retirement Benefits -                       2,371,559.00          18,659,875.00         12,656,866.00         7,485,443.00          

Total LT Assets 265,195,845.00     270,515,277.00     286,317,223.00     272,870,665.00     223,546,751.00     

Total Assets 1,178,567,443.00  1,196,793,164.00  1,164,785,293.00  1,088,855,569.00  1,398,492,602.00  

Current Liabilities:
Short term borrowing 287,861,000.00       258,000,000.00       248,695,950.00       95,000,000.00         240,720,000.00       
Creditiors 19,629,325.00         14,994,221.00         17,054,097.00         27,243,502.00         27,322,721.00         
Other Payables 59,531,758.00         48,183,502.00         36,875,829.00         47,265,492.00         73,373,342.00         
Provision for taxationa 12,090,004.00         25,320,384.00         -                       -                       25,917,511.00         

Total C. Liabilities 379,112,087.00     346,498,107.00     302,625,876.00     169,508,994.00     367,333,574.00     

Long Term Liabilities -                       -                       -                       14,862,724.00         14,281,033.00         

Total Liabilities 379,112,087.00     346,498,107.00     302,625,876.00     184,371,718.00     381,614,607.00     

Net Assets 799,455,356.00     850,295,057.00     862,159,417.00     904,483,851.00     1,016,877,995.00  

Financed By:
GoPB equity 101,183,341.00       101,183,341.00       101,183,341.00       101,183,341.00       101,183,341.00       
Grant from GoPB 265,417,833.00       265,417,833.00       265,417,833.00       265,417,833.00       265,417,833.00       
Reseve for Loan Redemption 8,620,000.00          8,620,000.00          8,620,000.00          8,620,000.00          8,620,000.00          
Depreciation Reserve 3,600,000.00          3,600,000.00          3,600,000.00          3,600,000.00          3,600,000.00          
Capital Reserve 2,634,250.00          2,634,250.00          2,634,250.00          2,634,250.00          2,634,250.00          
Retained Earnings 417,999,932.00       468,839,633.00       480,703,993.00       523,028,427.00       635,422,571.00       

Total Equity 799,455,356.00     850,295,057.00     862,159,417.00     904,483,851.00     1,016,877,995.00  

Figures in Pak Rs. 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

                   
The balance sheet shows reasonable amount of liquidity and solvency for PSC 
mainly due to no long terms liabilities being accumulated. The closing stock 
figure is the extremely high and more importantly in the last year crossed the 
Rs. 1 billion mark hence getting extremely close to the cost of goods sold. A 
high level of closing stock figure will result in lower cost of goods sold and 
hence high profit margins. The other receivables figure includes Rs. 21 million 
due from pattedars at Khanewal farms. This figure is a doubtful receivable. The 
figure of Rs 11 million under the head assets under construction needs to be 
looked as it represents warehouse facility in Sahiwaal and hence should move 
to fixed asset heading. The short term borrowing is well below the Rs. 800 
millionn credit line approved for PSC on guarantee by Government of Pakistan.  

The long term investments represent holdings in defence savings certificates 
and shares in the offices of LDA plaza, Lahore. Although not mentioned but it 
seems that the value of shares in LDA plaza are still being recorded at cost 
value.   

The impact of profitability has resulted in the value of retained earnings 
progressively increasing over time. The total cumulative retained earnings as at 
30 June 2009 were over Rs. 600 million which is twice the size of total 
government grant and equity investment. The grant from the government was 
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given for specific projects, however, the accounts report that there are no 
formal records confirming this grant. The total value of the balance sheet for 
PSC is also over a billion rupees as at end of 2008.   

The grants and equity of Government of Punjab represents various grants for 
establishment of seed industry project and disbursements made by 
International Development Association in foreign currencies in respect of plant 
and machinery purchased by the Corporation and other expenditure for 
implementation of the seed industry project respectively. The reserve for 
depreciation fund has been created by the Punjab Seed Corporation in the 
financial year ending June 30, 2004 for replacement of fixed assets. However, 
the value of reserve has not increased since. The Capital Reserve represents 
the value of the net assets other than land, trees and standing crops of seed 
farms at Chaks 81-82 /10 R and 86-87/10 R at Khanewal transferred form 
Punjab Agriculture Development and Supplies Corporation without any 
compensation whereas the retained earnings represent the accumulated 
amount of profitable operations over the past years. 

4.3 Fixed Asset Statement of PSC as at 30 June 2008 

Asset
Cost Value as 30 

June 2008
Book Value as 30 

June 2008

Land - freehold 4,898,024.00        4,898,024.00        
Building 210,246,653.00    109,211,988.00    
Plant/machinery & equipment 307,940,428.00    36,581,063.00      
Furniture & fixtures 11,988,192.00      2,212,436.00        
Vehicles 49,796,550.00      11,897,532.00      

Total Assets 584,869,847.00  164,801,043.00  

 
The assets schedule show that plant machinery and equipment under use by 
PSC is at the end of its useful economic life. The depreciated value of these 
assets is now only one tenth of their recorded cost value. PSC’ performance is 
highly dependent on the technology and machinery that they utilise. The 
Ferguson report stated that the processing plants are over 25 years old and are 
working below the set efficiency level. For example the cereal plants were 
designed to process 40tons per hours of seed whereas the current set level of 
efficiency is 15 tons per hour. It is recommended that PSC/government may 
want to re-evaluate the value and working conditions of its plants and further 
investments are made out of the retained earnings in improving the 
technological efficiency of PSC. 

4.4 Cash Flow Analysis as 30 June 2008 
The cash flows of the company can be segregated into three categories as 
follows: 
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Operating activities are the principal revenue-producing activities of the entity 
and other activities that are not investing or financing activities. These activities 
include cash flows generated from normal business activity including farm 
income and sale proceeds. 

Investing activities include cash flows generated from receipt of long term 
receivables, long term deposits, acquisition and disposal of operating fixed 
assets and investments including the interest thereon. 

Financing activities include cash flows generated due to short term 
borrowings and staff loans. 

2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

NA 40,331,557       12,913,383   188,646,568    (159,230,343)   
NA (4,833,170)       (17,659,154)  (5,977,665)      26,394,834      
NA (29,932,921)     (9,431,843)    (153,768,843)  145,602,189    

NA 5,565,466        (14,177,614)  28,900,060     12,766,680      

Net Cash Flow From
Operating Activities
Investing Activities
Financing Activities

Total

Type

 
The cash flow from operating activities has generally been positive except for 
last reported year. The main reason for this was a large increment in the trade 
stocks (increase of Rs 378,578,153). Holding up trade stock whereas increased 
gross profit margins due to lower cost of goods sold however, meant a larger 
amount of cash was held up. 

The pattern of financing cash flow represents the between the years 2003-2007 
PSC was repaying its short term loans, however, to fund a large stock in 2008 
the borrowings increased leading to a cash inflow. The investing activity cash 
flow was positive as a long term investment matured in 2008.   
 

5. Financial Analysis 

5.1 Key Financial Numbers for PSC 
The table below shows the key facts and figures of PSC taken from financial 
statements. 
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Sales 1,234,892,536   1,243,449,216   1,284,168,458   1,282,836,978   1,473,773,298   
Other Income 8,467,666         11,703,423       13,315,416       24,835,676       18,075,071       
Cost of Sales 1,039,394,110   1,024,614,230   1,081,778,189   1,020,881,886   1,090,318,088   
Gross Profit 195,498,426     218,834,986     202,390,269     261,955,092     383,455,210     
Salary Costs 109,273,658     116,262,550     122,718,580     164,281,284     163,752,233     
Running Costs 50,657,211       58,129,215       60,499,515       48,321,656       66,617,676       
Financial Charges 3,875,924         8,474,685         14,116,287       13,429,854       6,818,948         
Taxation 22,462,529       23,281,561       6,506,943         18,433,540       51,947,280       
Net Profit 17,696,770       24,390,398       11,864,360       42,324,434       112,394,144     
Growth in Income -                 0.69% 3.27% -0.10% 14.88%
Growth in 
Estimated Cost -                 0.36% 5.93% -2.52% 6.46%
Differece -                 0% -3% 2% 8%
PV of Income 
Stream
PV of Cost (less 
taxes)
NPV as going 
concern
Total Equity 799,455,356     850,295,057     862,159,417     904,483,851     1,016,877,995   
Total Assets 1,178,567,443   1,196,793,164   1,164,785,293   1,088,855,569   1,398,492,602   
Total Liabilities 379,112,087     346,498,107     302,625,876     184,371,718     381,614,607     
Note: PV of Estimated Sales and Cost is calculated on growth perpetuity basis

13,038,240,972                                                                                                                         

10,022,745,246                                                                                                                         

3,015,495,726                                                                                                                           

Figures in Pak Rs.
2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

 
Above figures have been summarised from the financial accounts provided and 
prepared by PSC and as audited by the auditors. As evidenced above except 
for the last year the net growth performance has been weak. These numbers 
represent that the recent growth trend in PSC business has been less than 
inflation in the seed sector, hence, the overall business volume must have 
reduced. Even the last year increase in profitability is predominantly attributable 
to high level of stocks at the end of the year. Based on total coost estimates 
and growth in sales present value of sales and costs have been calculated by 
assuming a capital discount rate of 15% and average growth in flows. Based on 
these calculations the net present value of as going concern comes to around 
Rs. 3 Billion. However, it must be noted that growth figures are extremely 
variable over the last 5 years and normally a longer set of data will be required 
to find NPV using cash flow discounting. 

The total assets are comfortably higher than the total liabilities giving a large 
enough size to total equity of PSC. 

The charts provided below cover a graphic view of some key indicators for 
PSC.  
1. Trend of Sales and Cost of Goods Sold 
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2. Exponential Trend Projection over 10 Years  
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The gross margins have been pretty stable over the last few years except in 
2008 where the growth in sales was much higher than the cost of goods sold. 
This was direct consequence of larger stock levels as at year end. In looking at 
this trend one must keep in mind that PSC in ‘not for profit’ corporation and 
hence margins are determined with the intention to cover the costs and not 
maximise profits.   

Using existing growth rates and assuming exponential trending chart 2 above 
predicts the difference between sales and cost of sales over a ten year period. 
Assuming that businesses follow past course and there are no major deterrents 
or improvements the gross margin over 10 year is expected to double to Rs. 
500 million from its current average value (over 5  years) of around Rs. 250 
million 
3. Trend of Gross Profit and Net Profit 
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The patterns above suggest that the PSC has been able to keep a strong 
discipline on its administration expenditure. The even distance between the 
gross and net profit over all the reported periods present evidence of 
maintained running expenses. 
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4. Percentage Split of Revenue 
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COGS account for around 75% of the usage of sales, other large item is the 
total employee expense. The employee and administration expense is split as 
allocated and unallocated. The unallocated expense is the result of pattedars 
not vacating the lands at Khanewal and also refusing to pay any crop share. 
The expense is being incurred on these encroached areas, however the 
revenues are still not being realised.    This expense has been occurring in all 
the five years being analysed under the current report. It is strongly 
recommended that the government should take an immediate action to either 
recoup the land from pattedars or ensure that the existing pattedars start to 
share crop output with PSC. Resolving this single issue can have a significant 
positive impact on the financial viability of PSC as it will increase revenues 
significantly and control extra costs being currently incurred. 
5. Current Assets to Current Liabilities 
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The current assets of PSC are comfortably higher than its current liabilities 
ensuring adequate short term liquidity and solvency for PSC. 

 

 
6. Trade Payables to Receivables 
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Although the current assets are conformably ahead of current liabilities, if the 
overall heads are further segregated the trade payables over the last three 
years are greater than trade receivables. The payables, however, also include 
the security deposits held by PSC, accrued expenses and mark up payable on 
short term borrowing in addition to direct creditors. Furthermore, receivables 
include Rs. 21 Million due from pattedars at Khanewal which are doubtful 
receivables. If this number is discounted the receivables will be even lower than 
payables. However, this is not a significant issue as the cash balance in current 
assets is significantly greater than the difference of the above two numbers.        

5.2 Key Facts of PSC Seed Business 

The trends shown in the section below provide key financial numbers of the Seed 
business of PSC. 

1. Sales to Cost of Goods Sold 
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2. Exponential Projection over 10 Years 
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The pattern of seed sales and cost of sales is identical to the overall pattern as this 
represents around 99% of the overall revenue of PSC. The discussion has been 
provided above. 

3. Gross to Net Profit 
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Again the pattern and reasoning is identical to the overall performance of PSC as 
discussed above.  

4. Percentage Split of Revenue  
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Cost of goods sold, employee expense and selling and distribution expense are major 
consumers of the income generated by Seed business of PSC. 

5.3 Key Facts of PSC FARMS 

The trends shown in the section below provide key financial numbers of the Farm 
business of PSC. 

1. Sales to Cost of Goods Sold 
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2. Exponential Projection over 10 Years 
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The sales and cost of goods sold from farm business of PSC has been on a gradual 
decline. The income from farms has reduced to mere Rs. 30 million and costs are 
around Rs. 5 million. A major reason for this has been lack of recovery form pattedars. 
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This also captures the damage due to illegal settlements at Khanewal. Based on the 
expected growth trend, future projection shows that in the next ten years if trend do not 
change the Farm business will close down. There is an urgent need for the 
government to improve farm income of PSC and this will only happen if stricter 
enforcements are brought on illegal occupants and those that are not good payers of 
dues.    

3. Gross to Net Profit 
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The net profit figures above show that farm incomes are only adding small contribution 
to the overall profits of the PSC. However, it is important to note that an ‘unallocated 
expense’ incurred on Khanewal farms due to the pattedar problem is currently being 
charged out of the income statement of seed business. This implies that PSC is using 
the revenues from seed business to subsidize its affairs in the farm business. If the 
unallocated expense is taken account for the adjusted profit becomes negative for 
farms over the entire five year period. This is another indication for PSC to resolve the 
pattedar problem at Khanewal.   

4. Analysis of Expenditure 
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The expenditure analysis show that the business activity at the farms is slowing down. 
It is again mentioned that the profit is only represented at positive if ‘unallocated 
expenditure’ at Khanewal is represented elsewhere in the accounts. If those expenses 
are subtracted from the incomes of the farms the profits will turn to losses. 
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5.4 Analysis of Financial Numbers  
1. Summary of Key Ratios 
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Ratio Formula used 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

Gross Profit Ratio
Gross 
Profit/Income 15.72% 17.43% 15.60% 20.03% 25.70%

Net Profit Ratio
Net 
Profit/Income 1.42% 1.94% 0.91% 3.24% 7.53%

Return on Assets
Net Profit after 
Tax/total Assets 1.59% 2.05% 1.00% 3.76% 9.04%

Return on Capital 
Employed

Net profit after 
tax/ Average 
worth 2.24% 2.96% 1.39% 4.79% 11.70%

Asset Turn Over Ratio
Sales / average 
total assets 1.11 1.05 1.09 1.14 1.19

Net Working Capital
Current assets - 
current liabilities     534,259,511     579,779,780     575,842,194     646,475,910     807,612,277 

Current Ratio
current assets / 
current liabilitties 2.41 2.67 2.90 4.81 3.20

Net Working Capital Ratio

Net working 
capital / total 
assets 0.45 0.48 0.49 0.59 0.58

Acid Test (Quick Ratio)

(Current Assets - 
Inventory)/Curre
nt liabilities 0.42 0.44 0.49 1.11 0.46

Gearing Ratio

Lt.liabilities/(Equi
ty+Long term 
liabilities) NA NA NA NA NA

Borowing Ratio

Total 
borrowing/total 
equity 0.36 0.30 0.29 0.11 0.24

Debt to Asset Ratio

Total 
borrowings/total 
assets 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.09 0.17

Debt to Equity Ratio
Total 
liabilities/equity 0.47 0.41 0.35 0.20 0.38

Asset Turnover

Net 
Revenue/Total 
Assets 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.08

Net Working capital 
Turnover

Net 
Revenue/(Curren
t Assets - Current 
Liabilities) 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.14

Recievables Turnover

Net Revenue / 
Net Trade 
Receviables 191.97 346.24 534.68 492.41 492.41

Inventory Turnover
Cost of 
Sales/Inventory 1.38 1.33 1.48 1.63 1.08

Payables Turnover

Cost of 
Sales/Trade 
Payables 52.95 68.33 63.43 37.47 39.91

Recievable Days
365/Recievables 
turnover 1.90 1.05 0.68 0.74 0.74

Inventory Turnover Days
365/inventory 
turnover 264.77 275.42 246.17 224.24 336.70

Payable Turnover Days
365/ Payable 
Turnover 6.89 5.34 5.75 9.74 9.15

Profitability

Liquidity

Solvency

Turnover Ratios

 
The gross profit has averaged at just under 20% over the last 5 years. The 
main reason for this is that PSC do not operate on very high margins and sets 
prices adequately to cover its costs. PSC has done a reasonably good job at 
maintaining its costs hence the margins have also been stagnating. Except for 
2008 the return on assets and capital has been low as again PSC is not 
operating at the moment to maximise profits instead working on no profit basis.  

The asset turnover ratio is also reasonable at just above 1 suggesting that it will 
take around 305 days for sales to generate revenues equal to total assets. The 
figure has gradually increased showing improved asset turnover ratios.  
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On the liquidity side the current ratio has also improved over the years showing 
that a larger coverage is available for liabilities. The ratio in 2008 was almost up 
to 4 suggesting that PSC had 4times more assets than its liabilities. The 
working capital was at strong levels as well at almost 60% of the total assets. 
Higher the working capital, higher is the proportion on net current assets in 
overall assets. An increasing trend is again considered to be an improvement in 
PSc performance. The quick ratio figures show some issues as if more money 
like assets are only 50% of the total current liabilities. Money like assets are 
those which can be quickly used to make payments for liabilities. This ratio 
ideally should be close to one.  

The solvency ratios are all in comfortable zone as PSC has no long term loans 
or debts outstanding. All the ratios quoted above are have stayed less than 
50% suggesting that PSC has enough good assets on its balance sheet to 
conformably handle its liabilities.     

The turnover ratios are all satisfactory; the only outlier is the inventory turnover 
ratio. The payables and receivable turnover ratios signify the number of days in 
which payments are received from debtors and number of days it take to clear 
the creditor payments. Due the nature of the business the days are in very 
reasonable limit. On average PSC would collect all its dues with 2 days and 
clear all its payments within 5-7 days. The inventory turnover ratio shows the 
time it takes to clear of the stock. Given the nature of PSC’s business it is 
required to maintain high level of stocks especially in June, so the figures in 
accounts may be overestimating this number. The current figures suggest that 
it takes over 300 days for PSC to get rid of its stock. However, this is not a 
matter of concern as none of the years looked at has ever suffered losses due 
to unsold stocks or bad stocks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Income Statement Ratios 
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INCOME STATEMENT 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08
(PKR)

REVENUE 1,243,360,202 1,255,152,639 1,297,483,874 1,307,672,654 1,491,848,369
  REVENUE GROWTH NA 1% 3% 1% 14%
COGS 1,039,394,110 1,024,614,230 1,081,778,189 1,020,881,886 1,090,318,088
  COGS GROWTH NA -1% 6% -6% 7%
GROSS PROFIT 203,966,092 230,538,409 215,705,685 286,790,768 401,530,281
  GROSS PROFIT GROWTH NA 13% -6% 33% 40%
EBITDA 71,748,888 84,921,549 59,175,340 103,074,296 196,392,211
  EBITDA GROWTH NA 18% -30% 74% 91%
NET PROFIT 17,696,770      24,390,398      11,864,360      42,324,434      112,394,144    

MARGINS (as a % of Revenue)
GROSS PROFIT 16% 18% 17% 22% 27%
COGS 84% 82% 83% 78% 73%

EBITDA 6% 7% 5% 8% 13%
PROFIT 1% 2% 1% 3% 8%

Days Outstanding
Receiveables 6,476,998       3,591,013       2,325,434       2,525,075       2,525,075       
Sales 1,234,892,536  1,243,449,216  1,284,168,458  1,282,836,978  1,473,773,298  
365 365                365                365                365                365                
Days Outstanding 1.9                1.1                0.7                0.7                0.6                

Days Outstanding
Creditors 19,629,325      14,994,221      17,054,097      27,243,502      27,322,721      
Sales 1,243,360,202  1,255,152,639  1,297,483,874  1,307,672,654  1,491,848,369  
365 365                365                365                365                365                
Days Outstanding 5.8                4.4                4.8                7.6                6.7                

 
If we drop the growth in last year numbers the growth has in PSC has been 
fairly stagnant. The EBITDA numbers are strong representing that earning 
represented 13% of the overall sales. Similarly the gross margins and net profit 
margins have significantly improved in 2008 which is a result of both higher 
value of sales and lowers cost of goods sold.     

The outstanding days of debtors and creditors are showing positive results with 
significantly small number of days for outstanding balances. The numbers 
suggest that PSC realise its sales pretty quickly and also pays off its creditors 
reasonable quickly. The current numbers suggest that PSC realize all its dues 
within 2 days whilst taking one week to pay off its own dues.  Furthermore, the 
size of creditors and debtors relative to the size of sale and cost of sales is 
insignificant.    

From a financial viability point of view PSC is viable, however, operates at low 
profit margins. This low profitability is caused as PSC operates as ‘not for profit’ 
organisation, hence keeping sale price of seeds artificially low. 
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3. Balance Sheet Ratios 
RATIO ANALYSIS 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08
(PKR)

CURRENT RATIO
Current Assets 913,371,598 926,277,887 878,468,070 815,984,904 1,174,945,851
Current Liabilities 379,112,087        346,498,107        302,625,876        169,508,994        367,333,574        
Ratio 2.41                  2.67                  2.90                  4.81                  3.20                  

RETURN ON ASSETS
BEG TOTAL ASSETS 1,048,877,891     1,178,567,443     1,196,793,164     1,164,785,293     1,088,855,569     
END TOTAL ASSETS 1,178,567,443     1,196,793,164     1,164,785,293     1,088,855,569     1,398,492,602     
AVE TOTAL ASSETS 1,113,722,667     1,187,680,304     1,180,789,229     1,126,820,431     1,243,674,086     

2% 2% 1% 4% 9%

RETURN ON CAPITAL

BEGINNING EQUITY 782,357,406        799,455,356        850,295,057        862,159,417        904,483,851        
ENDING EQUITY 799,455,356        850,295,057        862,159,417        904,483,851        1,016,877,995     
AVERAGE EQUITY 790,906,381        824,875,207        856,227,237        883,321,634        960,680,923        
RETURN ON CAPITAL 2% 3% 1% 5% 12%

CAPACITY RATIOS
BEG MATERIAL STOCK 634,164,669        753,979,266        773,158,210        729,601,233        627,195,874        
END MATERIAL STOCK 753,979,266        773,158,210        729,601,233        627,195,874        1,005,774,022     
AVERAGE MATERIAL STOCK 694,071,968        763,568,738        751,379,722        678,398,554        816,484,948        
STOCK CONSUMED 910,952,969        892,412,919        955,817,733        879,986,492        952,554,020        
UTILISATION AVERAGE 131.25% 116.87% 127.21% 129.72% 116.67%

Debtors to Sales
Sales 1,234,892,536     1,243,449,216     1,284,168,458     1,282,836,978     1,473,773,298     
Debtors 6,476,998           3,591,013           2,325,434           2,525,075           2,525,075           
Ratio 0.52% 0.29% 0.18% 0.20% 0.17%

RETURN ON GOVT. FUNDS
BEGINNING VALUE 366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        
ENDING VALUE 366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        
AVERAGE 366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        366,601,174        
RETURN ON CAPITAL 5% 7% 3% 12% 31%

 
The liquidity position is exceptionally strong with current assets being three 
times greater than current liabilities. However as pointed out earlier in the 
report these assets represent high value of stock holding every year.  

Return on assets employed has only improved recently rising from 1% to 
around 9% in 2008. 

Return on capital is again low for the initial years considered, however, has 
jumped to 12% in 2008. 

The return on government invested capital has varied between 5% and 31%. 
The accounts show two major capital investment figures, (i) equity of the 
Punjab Government of Rs. 101,183,341 and (ii) grant from the Government of 
the Punjab of Rs. 265,417,833.  

Although PSC maintains high levels of stock as per their annual accounts the 
utilisation is over 100% in all the years analysed above. Based on average 
holding of stock the stock consumed is greater than the average. The utilisation 
dropped by 15% in the last year which explains a significantly larger stock 
amounting to Rs. 1 billion reported in 2008.  
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6. Cost Benefit Analysis 
PSC’s main line of activity is production, multiplication and sales of pre-basic 
and basic seeds. A detailed economic cost benefit analysis is beyond the 
scope of this project, however a cost and benefit analysis is provided based on 
the financial information provided by the PSC. 

PSC has made certain investments other than its main line of business on 
which it accrues income over time. The key investments include defence saving 
certificates, deposit accounts, office space in LDA plaza and loans as advances 
to employees. The return on such investments yields a return of about 20%. 
Whilst measuring the cost of using resources in PSC the benchmark cost 
should 20% from a simple opportunity cost aspect. Hence based on this figure 
and taking account of the total equity involved in PSC of Rs. 1 Billion (as per 
balance sheet) the target annual profit should be around Rs 200 Million. The 
last year’s profit was Rs. 112 Million and the EBITDA was around Rs. 196 
Million which is very close to the target level. However, 2008 was an 
exceptional year in terms of profitability, and, if the previous years are 
considered then the net return of applied equity is significantly lower. Based on 
the financial numbers it can be argued that current levels of profitability are 
below the opportunity cost of applied assets in PSC. The average profit over 
the last five years was around Rs. 40 Million, whereas the EBITDA was around 
Rs. 100 Million. This leaves an economic deficit of about Rs. 160 Million 
against net profit and around Rs. 100 Million against EBITDA. This deficit must 
we weighed against the total economic benefit of PSC in addition to the 
financial profits generated. As mentioned earlier in the report that PSC’s role is 
principally that of marketing and distribution company that has to ensures that 
certified seed is available in the market to the farmers in adequate 
quantities prior to the sowing period so that the replacement rate is 
increased leading to a better yields of crops in Punjab. This is 
predominantly a support/development function of the government. It will not be 
out of order to say that PSC is acting as an execution arm of the provincial 
government to ensure food safety in the province. It also seems reasonable to 
state that Rs. 100 Million is not a significant cost to ensure any percentage of 
food security that may come by the activities carried by PSC.  

Another extended argument to the above paragraph is related to the cost of 
PSC not being able to fulfil its purpose of supplying the required amount of 
seed in the market. PSC’s functional and resource capacity must be evaluated 
to get an idea of the economic cost inflicted if PSC fails to meet its targets. The 
Ferguson’s report briefly analysed the positioning of PSC to meet its targets 
and found several gaps in which the targets were determined and also talked 
about the incapacity of PSC to meet those targets. It is reasonable to assume 
that as PSC is playing a development function its operational efficiency must be 
enhanced to ensure that it is able to deliver the desired outcomes to its key 
economic stakeholders.        

The other main cost-benefit consideration is the land that has been occupied by 
pattedars. Out of a total of 5,500 acres at Khanewal only 473 acres is in control 
of PSC. Due to this PSC is currently utilising only 14% of its total land resource 
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for seed multiplication. The average income from farms equalled Rs. 40 million 
over the last 5 years. If this income is generated from only 14% of the land 
resource then utilising 100% of its land resource will yield an income of around 
Rs. 280 Million. This additional income will not add to the profitability of PSC 
but also ensure greater production of seed and seed multiplication. The real 
current challenge for PSC is this lost income potential due to the problems at 
the Farms. In addition the Ferguson report also estimated that PSC has also 
not been able to gather the crop share from the pattedars resulting in an annual 
cost of Rs. 40 Million. If this land issue were to be resolved it is strongly 
anticipated that the profitability and the viability of PSC will increase 
significantly. It will also reduce the opportunity cost by engaging all the 
economically active assets and increase the economic benefit as well.  

Finally, PSC must be made to understand that, whereas, it operates on a not 
for profit basis it still has to compete with several private sector seed 
companies. The Ferguson’s report confirmed that currently the market position 
of PSC was way stronger than any other private sector competitor. However, if 
PSC does not enhances its capacity and generate sales growth, not 
necessarily profit growth, it may lose market share and also the ability to 
provide seed of basic essentials at reasonable price.    

7. Conclusion & Recommendation 
Based on the financial numbers of PSC and arguments made in the above 
section it can be concluded that PSC is financially viable, however, what is 
more important is the PSC is able to maintain a significant market share in the 
seed industry. A decision to privatise or liquidate PSC would require a broader 
consensus between the key decision makers and can only be briefly aided by 
the financial analysis presented above. The Ferguson’s report also commented 
that privatisation or liquidation of PSC is not an optimal decision as it will create 
private sector monopoly in the seed industry and will cause prices to rise more 
rapidly than what has been the case historically. (A review covering finding, 
recommendations and strengths and weaknesses of the Ferguson’s 
report is provided at Appendix C to this report). The financial viability 
analysis of PSC must be read with the understanding that PSC’s business 
model is not designed to be competitive or profit driven. The basic model of 
PSC is to provide basic seed to a wide number of farmers to help government 
ensure food security. This very nature of PSC limits the use of looking at the 
profitability or viability of PSC in isolation. The financial numbers above do 
reflect that PSC is financially viable; however the activities have stagnated or 
reached their potential. This has resulted in low or negative growth in sales. 
PSC except for 2008 was not able to generate any reasonable amount of 
growth suggesting that overall volumes being traded are on a decline. The key 
conclusion for the above analysis can be summarised by the following 
highlights: 

• The net profitability PSC is at reasonable levels, however, the 
profitability of the farm income is badly hit by the pattedar problems. The 
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trends reflect that if these problems are not rectified the farm incomes 
will continue to take a downward dip affecting overall profitability.   

• The expenditure items are pretty reasonable and do not reflect any 
major detractors. However, relatively more expenditure is being 
conducted under the head of employee related expense. The 
administration expense comprises significantly of employee related 
expense. The Ferguson report commented that salary costs were main 
detractors of performance for PSC. They further stated that the 
sensitivity of sales was dependent upon the salary expense. This 
financial analysis based on the accounts and financial statements of 
PSC do not quantify this finding. Salary expense is a major 
administrative expense of the PSC, however, the financial statements 
show no linkage how they would impact sales.  

• The balance sheet of PSC is fairly strong with no long term liabilities and 
assets greater than 3 times the amount of current liabilities. The equity 
side comprises significantly of retained earnings, whereas the asset side 
represent the value of trade stocks. The only unaccounted significant 
detractor on the balance sheet is the pending cases in arbitration and 
suits filed in the Civil Courts by the contractors for a sum of Rs. 
85,508.437. The management of PSC do not recognise these claims to 
be real or awarded by the court, hence, the financial statement make no 
provision for it. 

• The current asset side is recording a payment of Rs. 21 Million as 
amounts due from pattedars. This amount has not changed much in the 
last five years and no payments has been realised on this account. 
Provision for doubtful receivable has not been made anywhere in the 
financial statements. 

• The pension fund account value as reported in accounts of 2008 show 
that the assets available in gratuity fund ensure a100% coverage of the 
existing pension/gratuity liability for PSC.    

Based on the analysis above the following recommendations are being made: 

1. Government should take a forceful decision to remove all non-
conforming pattedars from the Khanewal farms. This problem as 
discussed in the report above is resulting in not only significant 
amount of loss of revenue but is also resulting in additional 
unallocated expense of around Rs. 20 million a year. Furthermore, to 
enhance the productive capacity of PSC they require this significant 
land resource which is currently not in their control. The total land out 
of PSC’s control represents 84% of the total land assets of PSC. 

2. It is also noted from the financial accounts and analysis that PSC has 
not made any significant investments to upgrade their technology, 
machines and productive plants. PSC have made investments in LDA 
offices, defence savings certificates and bank deposits and have 
increased the retained earnings significantly. However, none of the 
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funds are going into activities that will increase the productive capacity 
and assist revenue generation of PSC. It is strongly recommended 
that board and PSC develops an upgrade plan which can be funded 
out of the idle assets of retained earnings. 

3. PSC will have to take strong measures to improve the growth rate of 
their sales, as stagnating sale will result in PSC losing the significant 
market power and its ability to influence prices. Hence, key revenue 
generators should be identified to improve growth in sales, else, 
where PSC will be able to fetch enough income to cover its expenses 
it will not be able to deliver its purpose. 

4. It is strongly recommended that privatisation or liquidation of PSC are 
not viable options based on the discussion in the cost benefit analysis 
section. The most preferred way for forward would be reorganise, 
restructure and building institutional capacity of PSC to be able to 
perform its functions well.    

The above recommendations are provided to improve the financial viability of 
the PSC. It can be concluded that even in its current shape PSC is financially 
viable and hence the conclusion of this report also supports the conclusion of 
the Ferguson’s report that liquidation or privatisation are not viable options. 
Instead, the government will have to consider options of restricting and 
institutional development to improve service delivery and governance to ensure 
better use of employed resources. Furthermore, government will have to assist 
PSC maintain its market power and sustainability by assisting it in recouping its 
lost land or providing additional land and also to make investments in human 
resource development and technology and plant upgrade of existing production 
facilities.     
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Appendix B: SWOT Analysis 
 

Strengths  Weaknesses  Opportunities  Threats 

  Ability  to  maintains 
stability  in  price  of  basic 
seeds 

  Its  large  presence 
monitored  by  government 
avoids  cartelisation  in  the 
sector 

  Government  approved  / 
certified seeds 

 Established  systems  and 
infrastructure 

 Brand  image  in  pre  basic 
and basic seeds 

  Improving profitability 

  

 

 Ability  to  retain  and 
attract  skilled  human 
resource 

 Workers  are  not 
motivated as do not see a 
long term career  

 Inadequate private sector 
stakeholder input  

 Small  directly  cultivated 
area  due  to 
encroachments  

 Inadequate  business 
management  skills 
compared  to  private 
sector  

 Inadequate  research 
capacity 

 Inadequate  input  to 
policy 

 Some  element  of 
bureaucratisation  and 
government interference  

 Hybrid seeds production 

 Partnerships  with  private 
sector 

 Significant  own  resource 
to develop further 

 Current  financials  reflect 
input from only 20% of the 
total  land  asset  if  the 
remaining  land  is  freed 
from  pattidars  will  offer 
immense  growth 
opportunities  

 

 Fast  changing  seed 
technology  and  hybrid 
seeds 

 Public  sector  dominated 
board  

 80%  of  the  land  resource 
continue to be occupied 

 Retention  of  skilled 
manpower/human 
resource  

 PSC  can  only  use 
government  approved 
variety of seeds whilst the 
private  sector  seed 
companies  are  trading  in 
all  varieties  reducing 
PSC’s ability to compete 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix C: Review of the Ferguson’s Report on 
PSC 

8. Introduction 
This section provides a review of the report done by Ferguson’s on PSC. The purpose 
of this section is not to critique the work done by Ferguson but in-fact is to provide a 
quick overview and identify the strengths and weaknesses in terms of the utility of the 
report. This review is not based on deliverables against TORs but to measure the 
effectiveness for achieving the conceived outcome for PSC. 

8.1 Objective 
The main objective of the Ferguson Report was to conduct an in-depth analysis of the 
operations of PSC, evaluation of its role and recommendation of alternatives or 
reforms for revamping of the PSC to make it more efficient and productive. The work 
done by Ferguson was expected to encompass the assessment of financial and 
operational efficiency with the view of recommending an implementable future course 
also considering the options to liquidate/privatise or restructure PSC.  

The Key terms of reference for the Ferguson report were: 

•  Based on the existing data and record, evaluate the current status of public 
and private seed industry in Punjab, with special focus on the role being 
played in the same by the PSC, with regard to meeting the requirements of 
quality seed production and distribution for grains, cash crops and vegetables. 

•  Evaluate the potential and existing use of the facilities available with PSC.  
Based on the analysis at 1 above as well as a fiscal analysis, propose policy 
for future role and functions of PSC covering privatization, liquidation and / or 
restructuring and re-organization. 

•  Review the current asset base and financial operations of PSC and evaluate 
them for efficiency and return on Investment. 

•  Conduct a detailed fiscal analysis of PSC to study options of privatization / 
liquidation/ restructuring and re-organization of PSC to improve corporate 
governance in view of the findings of assessment studies conducted during 
the assignment with the aim of achieving modernization in seed production, 
processing, storage and transportation ensuring cost effectiveness, efficiency 
and quality. 

•  Review the existing seed legislation including seed quality/ quarantine law 
and recommend amendments particularly with reference to trade (especially 
import/ export) of disease free seed. 

•  Study existing provincial laws for regulating seed business in private sector. 
Recommendations for improvements / strengthening of regulatory framework 
to be based on international best practice 

The overall project outcome was to enhance the efficiency of the PSC affairs to 
improve financial prudence and cost to the government. 

8.2 Report Summary 
Main Activities of PSC include: 

 Production of pre basic and basic seed 
 Multiplication of certified seed 
 Processing of seed 



 

 

 Distribution and sale of seed 

Aspects of PSC 

 Production 

Due to loss of control of significant farm area, PSC’s dependence on registered 
growers has increased for multiplication of certified seed. 

 Procurement 

PSC’s process for setting procurement targets needs to be reviewed. 

 Processing 

The processing plants of Punjab Seed Corporation are approximately 25 years 
old. 

 Sales, marketing and distribution 

Sales, marketing and distribution function of Punjab Seed Corporation has 
indicated the lack of strategic sales and marketing policies. Budgetary sale 
targets for the sale centers are defined on the basis of sales in the previous 
season, which indicates that there is an absence of systematic budgeting model 
and aggressive marketing policies. 

 Storage 

Not enough and of less than sufficient quality 

 Human resource 

Regular recruitment in Punjab Seed Corporation has been barred by the 
Provincial Government since 1996. However, recruitment on contractual basis 
was made in the financial year 2005-06. 

 Financial analysis 

The profits have decreased by approximately Rs. 45 million over the last five 
years. 

Structure of Seed sector in Pakistan 

National Seed Council chaired by the Federal Minister for Food, Agriculture and 
Livestock is concerned with the seed policies, seed projects, planning, seed 
import/export, inter provincial seed movements, seed standards and investment in 
seed industry. The Provincial Seed Councils have been assigned to approve crop 
varieties for seed production and make arrangements for seed multiplication, 
processing and distribution in the respective provinces. the private sector was induced 
to enter the seed industry of Pakistan and play an important role in its development 
with 631 private firms and 4 muti-nationals. 

Review of the Seed Sector 

A performance review against set targets of public sector and private sector in wheat, 
cotton and paddy seed is also provided. 

Quality of Seeds 

Majority of the growers stated that the quality of seed sold by Punjab Seed 
Corporation was undoubtedly superior than the one sold by private sector and 
maintained sound germination potential. 

Production 

The total agricultural farm area under the control of Punjab Seed Corporation is not 
enough to produce the required quantity of basic seed and therefore farms of 



 

 

 

registered growers have to be used as an alternative. The adoption of such practice 
gives rise to the risk of leakage of variety before it is commercially traded by the 
Corporation. 

Sales 

The comparison with the support price fixed by the Government for paddy displays 
that the Corporation is offering attractive purchase price and premium to the growers. 
The adoption of such practices enables the Corporation to attract growers to engage 
their farm resources with Punjab Seed Corporation. Besides wheat, cotton and paddy, 
Punjab Seed Corporation is also dealing in the procurement of maize, vegetable seed 
and gram at a very limited scale to ensure availability at the national level. 

Processing 

The processing losses vary from plant to plant averaging approximately 11% for the 
financial year 2005-06. 

Storage 

Report has indicated that the storage facilities are not good enough to protect the seed 
from damage caused by water leakages. Moreover, it was observed that there was no 
capacity to carry left over stocks in controlled environment which extend the seed life. 

Marketing 

Inadequate marketing field force and assistance to the growers as compared to the 
private sector. 

Final Report talk about the various options for PSC and a summary is presented 
below: 

 PSC is playing in this crucial sector of the economy and the alternatives 
available and keeping in view the size of the market being served by 
PSC and a scattered private sector, the immediate dismantling of PSC 
may not be appropriate. A further strengthening and consolidation by the 
private sector may be required prior to such an action. 

 Another option is immediate privatization for which PSC would have to 
be initially converted into a company limited by shares and then the 
shares sold off. Complete privatization may create a private sector 
monopoly or at least a significant market player in the seed industry in 
the private sector which could be in a position to affect the market 
dynamics relating to prices and supply of wheat seed. Changes in the 
regulatory framework may be required to cater for regulating such a 
significant market player.  

 Another approach is to consider involvement of the private sector in 
various activities to where such involvement can result in improvement in 
efficiency (most appropriate).  

However, for the last option and in order to stay financially feasible PSC will have to 
adopt the mindset of a commercial organization instead of an extension of the 
government, and certain fundamental changes have to be made in how PSC is run. 
This includes changes in the organizational and legal structure, critical review of the 
human resource requirements and policies, strengthening of sales and marketing 
function, introduction of quality assurance and customer care, up gradation of 
processing equipment, improvement of financial information systems and availability of 
physical resources for multiplication. 

To improve efficiency of PSC the report recommends that: 



 

 

 

 PSC should be governed by an effective Board of Directors. An effective 
board is one that facilitates the efficient discharge of duties imposed by 
law on the directors and adds value in the context of achievement of the 
company’s business objectives on a sustainable basis. 

 An internal audit function set up by the Corporation shall ensure 
compliance with business practices and policies framed by the 
management. 

 Considering that PSC is competing in the commercial world, its legal and 
organizational structure should also be comparable. A viable option 
would be to change the legal structure of PSC from a statutory body to a 
company limited by shares under the Companies Ordinance. 

 In order to achieve its long term goals, a rolling medium to long term 
budget should be developed which continually updates and objectively 
identifies future targets of PSC and the requirement of related, financial, 
human and technical resources for meeting those targets. 

 In case the disputed land at Khanewal is not reverted to PSC, the future 
requirements of land required for at least multiplying basic seed should 
be reviewed. 

 PSC’s process for setting procurement targets needs to be revised and 
linked to the sales budgets. The procurement division of PSC should use 
grading techniques to minimize the percentage of waste and inert matter 
at the farm of the registered grower. 

 The procurement budget for each registered grower should be prepared 
according to requirements and should be strictly adhered to at the time 
of procurement. 

 For sales budget PSC should be based on a more systematic approach 
instead of last years sales. 

 A dealer and region wise sales budget should be then developed on the 
basis of the feedback from the Area managers. 

 The marketing function should be improved through intensive training of 
existing staff and the induction of employees experienced in marketing 
and sales. 

 At the Head Office level, a comprehensive database should be 
maintained to assist the marketing division in focusing and profiling 
customers.  

 A pilot project may be implemented to outsource the marketing and 
distribution function in a number of districts to an organization with the 
relevant marketing and distribution experience in the agriculture sector. 

 The replacement rates of certified seed should be enhanced by targeting 
the farmer with small land holding and facilitating them to purchase 
certified seed for better productivity. 

 Concept of customer service and support needs to be developed to 
retain customer as well as distribution network loyalty.  



 

 

 

 Quality assurance function needs to be strengthened with the 
responsibility of monitoring farmer and dealer complaints and following 
up on their disposal. 

 PSC needs to review its maximum requirements for storage capacity 
keeping in view its business cycle for each crop and its future sale 
targets.  

 For this purpose the procurement and processing plan has to be linked 
to the sales and distribution plan. 

 A human resource function shall be set up and be responsible for 
recruitment of permanent and contractual staff at the PSC level and shall 
ensure that adequate succession planning is in place. 

 Key managerial positions falling vacant in the next five years need to be 
identified and successors identified from within the organization or if not 
available then recruited from the market. 

 In order to retain and attract the appropriate human resource, the 
remuneration policy needs to be reviewed. 

 The information / reporting systems operating at various locations of 
PSC should be interconnected. 

 There is a need to develop an accounting and reporting system which 
provides relevant, accurate and up to date information for decision 
making. 

Final report also provides the following observations on the relevant laws and 
regulations: 

 In case seed development is foreseen in the private sector, the definition 
of basic seed would have to be amended in the seed Act to include 
organizations other than those set up by the provincial government.  

 The Seed Act is silent regarding the provision of basic seed to private 
sector with requisite infrastructure for multiplication and production of 
certified seed. Amendments would have to be made to the legislation to 
allow the approved private sector organizations to produce certified 
seed.  

 The private sector is engaged in the production of high profit low volume 
crops leaving the public sector to produce low profit crops. The Seed Act 
1976 is silent regarding the role to be played by the private sector for 
effective development of the seed industry in Pakistan.  

 The penalties referred in the Seed Act 1976 for contravention of the 
provisions are very small in monetary terms and revision is necessary for 
effectiveness.  

 The role of Federal Seed Certification and Registration Authority needs 
to be reviewed regarding the registration of seed companies and 
ensuring provision of quality seed. 

 In addition the report has also provided a matrix of international best 
practices in regulations and laws relating to seed sector. 

 



 

 

Summary Recommendations 
The following table provides a summary of suggested actions by Fergusons’s: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

8.3 Strengths & Weaknesses of the Ferguson Report 
This section provides a broad utility of the report to key decision makers. It is not a 
critique or judgement of the work done by Ferguson’s which should be benchmarked 
against their TORs. 



 

 

 

8.3.1 Strengths 
The report is very strong in terms of its mapping exercise for PSC’s functions and 
operations. It brings together a lot of useful information concerning PSC which 
highlights the working of the business process. The report provides a detailed map of 
how everyday business is managed at the PSC. The reporting procedures, work 
processes, organisational structure are all clearly articulted.  

It also provides basic gaps in terms of budgeting processes, target level of sale an 
limited human resource capacity. Strength of the report is that it lists all the assets that 
are in procession of the PSC and also lays down the financial accounts. The 
accounting process was also mapped and a clear indication was given where the PSC 
was following its procedures and where it did not have capacity to do so. Some basic 
financial numbers were also provided quoting the trend of sales and other variables. 
An analysis of costing of basic seeds of wheat and cotton was also provided, hence, 
highlighting the basic cost detractors for PSC. 

The report also covers the issues such as limited availability of land to PSC due to the 
pattedar problem, old age and capacity utilisation of the processing plants, limited 
storage capacity, issues with environmental hazards. The report also provides a strong 
gap analysis of inadequate sales and marketing capacity of the PSC and links it to the 
main cause of having limited human resource. Furthermore, it correctly recognises the 
issues that the staff being recruited is not necessarily up to the required qualification 
and employee related benefits form a significant part of the overall all administrative 
cost. PSC also do not have a specialised human resource department to conduct 
recruiting and define staffing plans and work responsibilities or to monitor 
performance. Similarly, it provides a good mapping of the accounting policies and 
identifies the major gaps in them.  

The report also provides a brief logical way forward on each of the gaps identified.    

8.3.2 Weaknesses  
On the other hand there are several questions that the Ferguson report is not able to 
answer. It is again noted that this not a critique of the quality or quantity of work done 
by Ferguson but cover issues that a decision maker may be interested in whilst 
making a decision of future course of action for PPP. 

The report provides a strong mapping a gap analysis, however, the recommendations 
made are at a general level and do not take into account of they are in the 
manageable capacity of the organisation. Similarly, some of the recommendations are 
too broad and hence are beyond the capacity of PSC to translate it into implementable 
actions. Furthermore, the report recommends that a business plan is required for PSC. 
It will be unreasonable to assume that PSC will have enough capacity to develop its 
own business plan. The report is weak from an institutional development point of view. 
A more useful analysis to follow up the mapping and gap analysis of Ferguson’s is to 
restructure PSC along the lines to improve efficiency of the business processes and 
organisational structure. A complete HR and capacity building plan will be required to 
ensure that the organisational setup of the PSC is rationalised to improve its human 
resource capital. The HO plan should include revised organisational structure, clear 
management responsibilities, staff work plans and responsibilities against key 
performance indicators, training need assessments with training plans and 
remuneration structure that will attract and retain the required talent. Similarly, the 
report recommends that a business plan is developed. A corporate planning would 
initially require a detailed institutional review and the work done by Ferguson’s do not 
help much in determining the optimum structure of the institution. The 
recommendation to use private sector where necessary is also a difficult 
recommendation to implement as PSC has limited capacity to engage with the private 
sector and especially in reference to PPPs. 



 

 

The Ferguson’s report was to provide an assessment of future role of PSC. The report 
is very narrow in its recommendations only focusing in how PSC can fill in the existing 
gaps in its operational deficits. The report do not provide an analysis of the future seed 
market both globally and domestically and then evaluate what role should PSC be 
playing. PSC future role will depend on the future needs of the seed market. The PSC 
will not be able to make a business plan until they develop some evidence on the 
structure of the market over the next five to ten years.  

Similar, the report provides no detailed analysis of the investments required to 
upgrade the existing capacity of the PSC. The report does comment that the working 
assets of PSC are now over 25 years old, however, do not highlight the specific areas 
where the investments will be required.    

Finally in the recommendation sections the reports needs to be augmented for a 
decision maker to come up with an informed decision. This section lacks a detailed 
economic cost benefit analysis of the recommended options. The elements provided in 
the report are a broad measure that may be taken but no analysis of how much will it 
cost, who will implement or the economic benefit was provided. This aspect is 
probably the most important element in frame of reforming PSC. The decision makers 
would require a detailed functional analysis and clear economic cost and benefit to 
make any decision on PSC.  


